What’s New?
Wild Night Life and Hike

Is it winter? Is it spring? I think our seasons have been a little confused

Saturday, March 11, 2017

lately! Whatever it is, the warmer temperatures are welcome. This month’s

6:30-8:30pm
Jester Park Camp Area 5
Leadingyououtdoors.org

edition of All Kids Healthy Connections features information about Body
Mass Index as well as our featured Fruit of the Month, Grapefruit, on the
Parent Page and Kids Korner. We also learn about the 5210 program that
has a simple message to help everyone remember some key pieces of staying

Des Moines St. Paddy’s Day
5k Run/Walk

healthy. Finally, the last page features a few photos of ways you can
reinforce your CATCH program at your site. Happy Reading!

Sunday, March 19, 8:15am
Iowa State Capitol
Iowaruns.com

CATCH Tip

Chamber Chill Out Fun Run
Saturday, April 1, 2017
Race Starts 10:00am
Prairie Trail, Ankeny
Ankeny.org/events

If you don’t follow CATCH on Facebook, you definitely should! Lately
they have been featuring a partnership with Brighter Bites in
Dallas, TX. The Brighter Bites program works in schools to provide
nutrition and physical activity education in an integrated manner in the
classrooms.
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Check out the easy ideas that you could use in your programs at
http://us10.campaign-archive1.com/?
u=6899cf7c7a705c860aa47ec79&id=c4ae287ebb&e=807e5278df
(Copy and paste link into your web browser.)

Parent Page
Understanding Body Mass Index
I recently attended a screening of The Student Body, a documentary on measuring Body Mass Index
(BMI) in schools by Bailey Webber, a high school student in Ohio. The film highlighted the frustration
that youth and parents experience when BMI is measured in schools and concerns about it being a
mandate in some states. What I took from this film is that there are many very passionate people
with differing ideas about what BMI is, how it is measured, and how it is used. I thought I would give
a brief explanation of what BMI is and why it is something to consider when talking about health.
BMI is a ratio of your height-to-weight that takes into consideration your gender and, for children,
their age. This number is an indicator of healthy weight-for-height; however, it should not be looked
at by itself. There are a number of factors that should be considered along with BMI. When looking
at healthy weight, you must also consider muscle mass, growth patterns, medical conditions, nutrition,
and physical activity. Athletes and people with a high muscle mass are going to have elevated BMI’s.
This is something that a doctor will probably not be concerned about. Some people with higher BMI’s
have great nutrition and exercise regularly and are free
of any medical conditions. Therefore, their health risks
are lower. Other people may have a BMI in the “normal”

Kids Korner

range meaning that they may be at a healthy weight, but
have very little muscle mass, be eating junk food all day,
and never exercising. This is more of a concern than
the higher BMI due to extra muscle mass.
BMI is simply one tool that doctors can use to get a
quick snapshot of healthy weight. Whether we like it or
not, BMI is associated with a variety of medical
conditions like heart disease, Type II diabetes, and
some cancers. Therefore, it is wise to give it some
consideration and look deeper at the whole picture
before deciding if someone is not at a healthy weight or
if their health habits need to change. Just like a
detective looks for clues, doctors see BMI as one clue in
the whole picture of health.

It’s still winter and citrus fruit is still in
season. Our Fruit of the Month is Grapefruit.
Grapefruit grow in clusters on trees similar to
how grapes look which is how they got their
name. Eat them plain like above or peel and
separate into segments and put in a salad. You
can also cut them in half and grill them with a
little bit of brown sugar and crushed almonds
for a yummy treat.

5-2-1-0: Simple Message for Everyone’s Health
5210 is program that was developed in Maine to be implemented in a variety of settings to make it easy
to remember how to stay healthy. Originally developed out of the childhood obesity prevention and
treatment movement, it is also a good overall message for everyone, children through adults, in staying
healthy throughout a lifetime. The developers of this program also use the trademarked term, “Let’s
Go!” as part of their messaging. The Let’s Go! website has a variety of online toolkits that can be used by
early childcare centers, before and after school programs, schools, healthcare, and now the workplace.
This program has been adopted by the American Academy of Pediatrics as the message of choice for
pediatricians working with children in the healthcare setting. Let’s take a closer look at 5210.
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Everyone should eat at least 5 servings of fruits and veggies a day. Ideally, this would be 3
servings of veggies and 2 servings of fruit. Make sure you are eating a full serving of 1/2 cup.
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From preschoolers to adults, we should spend 2 hours or less on recreational screen time. This
means time spent on TV, movies, tablets, computers, phones, and Ipods that is not doing work for
school or your job.
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Get out there and get active! Over the course of your day, you should get a total of 1 hour of
physical activity. It may be easier to divide your time into 2 segments of 30 minutes each if
finding a solid hour to be active is difficult.
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No sugary drinks. While most of the culprits are obvious, like pop or soda, others may seem ok
but be hiding sugars. Juice-like drinks, including Sunny Delight, coffee drinks, lemonade, and
energy drinks are all included. Even sugar-free versions of these drinks are not necessarily
healthy as they don’t provide any nutrition. Drink more water every day. If you drink juice, look
for 100% fruit or vegetable juice and drink only 4-6 oz once or twice a week. Milk should be plain
white and low-fat. While it may not be as tasty, go for plain, non-sweetened almond or soy milk.
Flavored versions can be full of sugar.

Check out these photos from
the CATCH Facebook page of
what some other programs in

The Brighter Bites

Texas are doing!

program in Dallas
schools has a CATCH
Corner featuring a fun
CATCH game.

The Austin Independent
School District labels GO
foods in their cafeterias.

